
Note:

7:ATB is a bijection => 1A1 =1B1

⑧ S:2- 2is a bijection

12 1 =121
A B

1221 =121

1x =2 :21x31

11 > 121 proof by contradiction
bijectron

7:At B is onto => (A)(B1

·
AB

f:A +B is 1:1 => (A) =1B1 $
-> contrapos.⑧AIIBI= f is not(i)-



Theorem 9.13 (Pigeonhole Principle)
PHP

LetA,B be sets and f:AtB a
function.

If1A1> 1B1, thenthereare inst
&As.t. f(x) =f(a)).
-

a8-

1A1>1B1 =) Ja,a'tA:(afa) ao-
- ~ f(x) =f(a)
-

Roofthe PHP is contrapos ofA
the "pigeon"way ofthinking aboutthis:
suppose A =n+1 pigeons

B =

n cubbies

each pigeon flies toa cubby.
if flpigeona) =pigeon a's cubby
=2 pigeons share a cubby

⑳-
A I



claim among
13 people, 3.2 share

-

a birth month

prof letA (pigeons) be thesetof
13 people.

emBanggeonholes) be thesetof

f:A *B defined by icemath.
is f a function?

1) each a has birthmonth
2) each person a has only onebirth month
3) every birth monthis

in the setof
months

note that141=13} =>1A1 (B1
1B1 =12

Thus by PHP Ja,,azEASit. a,faz
and f(ai-flaz).

so thereare 2 distinctpeople a, and as
Setas birthmonthand as's birth
month are same.



draw 5 points

greater-.S man be apart

&1- ·
claim 19.36) Let n=0, integer-

Suppose In2+1 points in unit square.
then 32 points within Eyn of each other.

->utn
=2n2 + 1

=5.

I letAbe thesetof11 points.-
letB be

92 f(az)
③

Brain
ane



Let f:A + Bf (pointal:the Yux Ynbox
that contains a

on shared
is f a function? Check1, 2,3. boundaries,

map to
1:is I defined for all a zA? below t

left box.
Note:12+ 3 =AK IB1

By PHP, Ja,,azEAS.t. a,faz, f(ai)=fad
Thatis, 52 distinctpoints as, an S.t.

a,,92 are within some ynx subsquare.

within a Yux" subsquare, the
farthestthatI points can be is
My Yn 2
Yn -E =E


